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United Nations Space  
Command 
The United Nations Space Command began as a humble organization intended 
to police the Sol system and core colonies.    It was also responsible for many 
search and rescue operations.  All the major powers were required to support 
the fleet with ships and equipment.  While most of the major powers also 
assigned personnel to the UNSC, most ships were crewed by volunteers that 
worked for the UN directly. 
 
 Over time the UNSC developed into an autonomous Peace-keeping force for 
the Inner Colonies to ensure that the warring factions outside of the Core 
Systems did not spread their conflicts into Humanity's Home Systems. During 
the Third Solar War the UNSC expanded greatly into a fleet that rivaled the 
fleet strength of the great powers.   They constructed their own shipyards as 
well as one of the best weapon R&D facilities in all of Human space at Syria 
Planum on Mars.  Most of their older ships had been replaced by this point 
with the cutting edge warships we see today.  These ships are powerful 
vessels designed with the cutting edge of human technology, and make wide 
use of modular designs to simplify construction and repair. 
 
At the start of the Kra’ Vak war the UNSC had the primary responsibility of 
defending the core worlds and Sol itself.   Despite the advanced technology 
used in their fleet the UNSC sustained over forty percent casualties in both 
destroyed and crippled ships during the siege of Earth and the battles over 
Mars. 
 
The Kra’ Vak have since left Human controlled space and despite the UNSCs 
need to recover and rebuild it was decided an expedition be launched to scout 
out the Kra’ Vak home worlds.  Every major power, and many minor powers, 

have contributed ships to be placed under UNSC command.   Only time will 
tell if the mission will bear fruit. 
 
*Note on the rules used:  This fleet book was written with the Full Thrust: 
Continuum rules in mind.  The carriers all have Launch Tubes/Flight Deck icons 
associated with the hangars.   If your group does not use these then simply 
disregard them.   Many SSDs also have a note about using ‘0’ Mass ADFCs.   
Again if your group does not use this rule feel free to disregard this upgrade. 
 
UNSC carriers are not subject to the ‘Critical Hits on Hangar Bays’ rule.   Their 
carrier bays have more compartmentalization than most nations are willing to 
incorporate into their designs. 
 
Tips for printing these SSDs:  These SSDs are formatted to fit on 5x8 index 
cards.  To facilitate printing simply adjust the paper size on your printer and 
set it to print in ‘landscape’ format. 

 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
SOL CLASS SUPER DREADNAUGHT 
937NPV/1208CPV (+ fighters)  249 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36  36-54 
Class 3 Battery            3          2         1  
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 

 

The Sol class SDNs are some of the most powerful ships in human space.   One 
vessel, the UNSC Arc Angel is the flag ship for operation Damocles, humanity’s 
attempt to locate and attack the Kra’ Vak home worlds 
 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
GAIA CLASS SUPER DREADNAUGHT 
726NPV/828CPV (+ fighters)  187 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36  36-54 
Class 3 Battery            3          2         1  
Class 1 Battery            1 
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 

 

The Sol Class SDN was very expensive and time consuming to build.  After the first 
engagements with the Kra’ Vak it became clear the UNSC would need a class of 
Super Dreadnaught that could be built and commissioned faster than the Sol 
class.  The Gaia design is essentially a stripped down version of the Sol and can be 
constructed in half the time.   Despite its smaller size the class had performed 
well in every engagement. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
SEA CLASS BATTLE DREADNAUGHT 
628NPV/678CPV (+ fighters)  160 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1        
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
 

 

The mainstay of the UNSC capital fleet.  The Sea class, though aging can be seen 
in almost every UNSC task force.   Its only major drawback is its reliance on 
munitions colliers to keep its missile racks full.   Like many similarly armed ships 
this makes protracted engagements difficult 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
SEA II CLASS BATTLE DREADNAUGHT 
616NPV/665CPV (+ fighters)  160 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1        
Class 1 Battery            1                  
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Sea II is new construction built during Xeno War.  Advanced understanding of 
Gravitics allowed them to upgrade the Graser to 3 arcs and adding a couple of 
small Grasers while removing AMTs.  This enabled the class to operate further 
from supply trains and take the fight to the enemy. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LUNA CLASS BATTLESHIP 
543NPV/594CPV  137 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1        
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
  

The original Luna class battleships are some of the oldest ships in the UNSC fleet.   
Most were upgraded with Graser weapons before the start of the Xeno War and 
have given a good accounting of themselves.    



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LUNA II CLASS BATTLESHIP 
531NPV/582CPV  137 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1    
Class 1 Battery            1             
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Luna II looks like a refit of existing Luna battleships but all are actually 
new construction using the Luna class design specs.   The Graser weapons 
have been refitted with advanced focusing arrays to increase their field of 
fire and the AMTs have been replaced with short range grasers. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
POINT CLASS BATTLECRUISER 
415NPV/425CPV  109 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1    
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Point class was designed primarily to operate as squadron leaders for 
cruiser groups so were never built in large numbers.   After the outbreak of 
the Xeno war however production has increased and the numbers of ships 
in this class will most likely outstrip the River class Heavy Cruiser. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
RIVER CLASS HEAVY CRUISER 
328NPV/317CPV   87 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18  18-36   
Class 2 Battery            2          1    
  *Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The River class is a solid Heavy Cruiser design and faster than most ships of 
its class in other navies.   It’s relatively inexpensive to build and maintain 
and has a devastating, if somewhat short ranged, weapon load out.   



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
VISIONARY CLASS DEEP RANGE EXPLORER 
245NPV/239CPV  85 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Note- the points calculations do not include the Sensors.  If players wish to 
use them in theirs games, for whatever reason, then add 32 points. 
 
  

The Visionary class is the pride and joy of the UNSC Explorer Corps.    While 
it is by no means the only exploration ship the UNSC maintains it is the 
most widely recognized.  Several of these ships have been assigned to task 
forces taking part in operation Damocles.   It is rumored that some of 
these ships may have been fitted with experimental stealth technology 
though none of those rumors have ever been substantiated.  
 
 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
STORM CLASS STRIKE CRUISER 
215NPV/190CPV  56 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Storm class was aptly named and designed with one purpose in mind.  
Get in fast, destroy everything in sight and get out faster.   To that end it is 
an excellent strike ship. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
STORM II CLASS STRIKE CRUISER 
294NPV/278CPV  80 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

With advances in engine technology the Storm II seemed the most logical 
candidate for the UNSC newest drive upgrades.  What the Storm class did 
well, the Storm II does even better.   



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
BAY CLASS ESCORT CRUISER 
254NPV/233CPV  70 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
 PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

One of the most versatile Escort cruisers in human space the Bay class has 
met every expectation of its designers.    With the advent of the Xeno War, 
after the yards producing the Bay class were virtually destroyed in a raid, it 
was decided to discontinue this class for a more resilient design.   Very few 
Bay class cruisers were outfitted with Secondary ADFC fire directors as it 
tended to require constant maintenance and continually fried the circuits 
of the PDS batteries it supported.  



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
BAY II CLASS ESCORT CRUISER 
279NPV/261CPV  77 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
 PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

During the Xeno War, the need for area defense platforms 
increased.  Unfortunately, the shipyards constructing the center wing 
sections for the Bay class Escort Cruisers was heavily damaged in a KV 
raid.  As a result, the Bay II class was developed as a way to get more hulls 
for area defense into the fleet as quickly as possible using the same engine 
and front command section as the Bay class (the ADFC being in the 
spherical housing) and the center wing section from the River class Heavy 
Cruiser.  The resulting ship was slightly heavier and a bit better armed for 
ship to ship combat but did lose some anti-fighter capability though it still 
is a capable Area Defense ship that the fleet would have been lacking 
otherwise. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
MOUNTAIN CLASS LIGHT CRUISER 
187NPV/162CPV  50 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
 PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Mountain class is an uninspired lackluster design.  Small and 
fragile for even a light cruiser its combat role in the Xeno War was 
limited primarily to scouting and screening the flanks of larger task 
forces.   With the conclusion of the assault on Earth the UNSC is 
looking to refit the survivors of this class or possibly replace them 
all together.  For now however, the few remaining yards are tied 
up with more pressing capital ship repairs and construction.  



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LAKE CLASS DESTROYER 
136NPV/114CPV  34 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The lake class is one of the more versatile UNSC designs with modular 
‘pods’ on the sides of the ship that can be easily customized depending on 
mission.  The standard configuration mounts AMTs for fleet support.  Once 
the Lake launches its payload it is supposed to jump out and re-arm. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LAKE II CLASS DESTROYER 
124NPV/102CPV   34 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Lake II variant is intended as a convoy and logistics raider.   Its high 
speed makes it ideal for chasing down freighters.   Often accompanied by 
Storm class cruisers these ships played havoc with Kra’ Vak supply lines. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LAKE III CLASS DESTROYER 
130NPV/108CPV   34 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18    
Class 1 Battery            1             
*Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A fairly rare variant of the class the Lake III is a ‘knife fighter’.    It uses its 
speed to swing wide around an enemy’s flanks to come in from behind to 
deliver killing blows to vulnerable engine areas. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
HUNTER CLASS FRIGATES 
94NPV/76CPV  24 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12     
Class 1 Battery            1           
 
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18    
Class 1 Battery            1             
*Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Hunter frigate is vicious ship for its size and more than capable of 
defeating other ships in their class.  Hunters frequently operated in pairs 
as picket ships whose mission is typically to interdict enemy scouts before 
they can jump away and report. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
LAWKEEPER CLASS CUTTER 
76NPV/66CPV  20 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12   
Class 1 Battery            1           
 
HiGs HEAVY GRASER (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
Dice at range:           0-18    
Class 1 Battery            1             
*Roll as for beam weapons (re-roll 6s), each hit does D6 damage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The UNSC use their cutters very differently than most navies.   Operating 
in packs of three or four these ships operate almost like a squadron of 
fighters, attacking and overwhelming an enemy’s defenses.   



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
WARRIOR CLASS BATTLE CORVETTE 
68NPV/55CPV   16 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
 
ANTI-MATTER MISSLES (TORPEDOES)  
Range 18mu.  Each PDS hit reduces its strength by 1.  If it impacts at full 
strength it explodes, doing 3d6 damage to the target ship and any other unit 
within 1 mu. It does 2d6 damage to any ship or unit within 2 mu, and 1d6 
damage to any ship or unit within 3 mu. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

The Warrior class typically will operate in garrison units or in support of 
lawkeeper Corvettes.   They are not intended to seek combat directly but 
‘feed’ their missiles into an engagement and then jump out.  One 
squadron of ships, the 716th Attack Squadron, took a page from the old 
wet navy submarine service and became experts at ambushing enemy task 
forces from the cover of asteroids or planetary rings.   The ships would lie 
in wait, powered down, until the enemy fleet passed.  They would then 
power up, launch their missiles and run, jumping away. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
ASTEROID CLASS ESCORT CARRIER 
326NPV/251CPV +fighters  87 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Asteroid class in arguably the best escort in human space, and perhaps 
beyond.   The ship typically carries interceptors but has been known to 
support other fighters as well depending on mission. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
STAR CLASS ESCORT CARRIER 
565NPV/476CPV +fighters   152 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

The Star class is the UNSC’s most common carrier and forms the back bone 
of its CV fleet.  A solid ship it is capable of taking on an enemy cruiser even 
without its fighters to support it. 



UNITED NATIONS SPACE COMMAND 
CONSTELLATION CLASS HEAVY CARRIER 
997NPV/972CPV (+ fighters)  269 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES (Penetrating) 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1           
Class 2 Battery            2          1          
PULSE TORPEDOES (Semi Armor Piercing) 
Hit     2+        3+        4+         5+          6 
          6 mu   12 mu   18 mu   24 mu   30 mu    DP 1D6, ignores shields 
 
 
 
 
 

              
 

The Constellation is one of the biggest carriers in known space.  Only the 

Japanese field carriers with greater numbers of fighters.    The ship can 

simultaneously launch all of its wings which makes it even more dangerous.   



STANDARD / INTERCEPTOR /ATTACK FIGHTERS 
 

           
 
 

           
 
 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 

TORPEDO / MISSILE FIGHTERS 

    

 
 
The UNSC will typically fly Standard or Heavy fighters with Heavy Torpedo 
fighters as their main strike ships.  In the past year however they have begun 
producing multirole fighters but none have seen combat as yet. 
Additionally at least two carrier groups are operating Graser armed fighters. 
 
 
 



 

UNSC MODEL RANGE  
http://shop.groundzerogames.co.uk/ 
http://shop.groundzerogames.co.uk/index.php?_a=category&cat_id=125&p
age=all 

FT-1118A Storm II class FAST STRIKE CRUISER (twin engine variant) 

FT-1118 Storm class FAST STRIKE CRUISER (single engine variant) 

FT-1117 Asteroid class ESCORT CARRIER… 

FT-1115 Visionary class DEEP-RANGE EXPLORER 

FT-1114 Constellation class HEAVY CARRIER … 

FT-1113 Star class LIGHT CARRIER … 

FT-1112A Sol class EXTENDED-RANGE SUPERDREADNOUGHT 

FT-1112 Gaia class SUPERDREADNOUGHT 

FT-1111 Sea class BATTLEDREADNOUGHT… 

FT-1110 Point class BATTLE CRUISER 

FT-1108 River class HEAVY CRUISER 

FT-1107A Bay II class (modified) ESCORT CRUISER (1107 variant) 

FT-1107 Bay class ESCORT CRUISER 

FT-1106 Mountain class LIGHT CRUISER… 

FT-1105 Lake class DESTROYER (pack of 2) … 

FT-1104A Lawkeeper class PATROL/CUSTOMS FRIGATE (pack of 2) 

FT-1104 Hunter class FRIGATE (pack of 2) … 

FT-1103 Warrior class STRIKE CORVETTE (pack of 3) 

 
 
Author’s Notes:  When Dean “Star Ranger” granted us permission to use his SSDs he told 
me that not all the designs had been finalized and some contained a few errors.  It is my 
hope that we have corrected those errors while still maintaining his vision and flavor for 
the UNSC. Be sure to visit his most excellent site http://fullthrust.star-ranger.com/ 
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